
Rackspace Fully Managed SAP and SAP HANA solutions offer the 
unprecedented power, scale, cost-efficiency, simplicity and ease of use 
required to quickly orchestrate your environment and achieve enterprise-
grade reliability. Rackspace solutions are fully managed and backed by 
24x7x365 access to support, so you can forget about devoting IT resources 
to administrative tasks and focus instead on your business priorities. 
Rackspace SAP solutions leveraging the Pure Storage® FlashArray™ 
Dedicated Block Solution help ensure that you get best-in-class 
performance with low latency and rich enterprise data services.

Experts Dedicated to Your Success
Rackspace SAP solutions powered by the Pure Storage FlashArray 
Dedicated Block Solution is delivered globally by highly qualified and 
trained engineers, with the expertise to provision, configure, administer 
and maintain your environment.

Focus your resources on your core competencies while Rackspace handles 
your storage needs. Your business is backed by always-on support and 
block storage expertise.

Key Features
Rackspace designs and builds SAP solutions according to your unique 
needs. SAP Solutions Powered by Pure Storage offer:

Fast performance: Leverage Pure Storage 100% NVMe FlashArray products  
to provide the fast access, high availability and sub-millisecond latency 
required for a fast access to your SAP solution and accelerating business 
application performance.

Database scaling and optimization: Offload routine management and 
maintenance tasks to Rackspace DBAs. Rackspace will take care of tasks 
such as provisioning, resizing of new instances, performance tuning, issue 
diagnosis and query performance detection and analysis.

No data migration: Leverage Pure Storage’s Evergreen™ architecture to 
non-disruptively scale capacity with no requirements for data migration.

Lower TCO: An all NVMe flash storage solution can help you lower TCO 
with industry-leading data reduction of up to 5:1 for SAP while reducing 
costs related to power consumption and cooling. This solution also helps 
you reduce your physical footprint and administrative overhead.

Reduce complexity: Employ dramatically easy copy, cloning and 
refresh automation processes with Pure Storage’s proprietary Copy 
Automation Tool (CAT).

About Rackspace
Rackspace is your trusted partner across cloud, 
applications, security, data and infrastructure.

 • A leader in the 2019 Gartner Magic Quadrant for 
Public Cloud Infrastructure Professional and 
Managed Services, Worldwide

 • Elite Partner, Pure Partner Program

 • HITRUST CSF-certified dedicated 
hosting environment

 • VMware® Partner Premiere Service Provider

 • Five-Time Microsoft Hosting Partner of the Year

 • Oracle Gold Partner of the Year

 • 3,000+ cloud experts

 • Hosting provider for more than half of 
the Fortune 100

 • 20+ years of hosting experience

 • Customers in 150+ countries

“ Our first year of savings are in the 40% to 45% 
range from our traditional run cost.”
Scott Strickland  :: EVP and CIO, Wyndham Hotels & Resorts

Fanatical Experience™
Experts on your side, doing what it takes to 
get the job done right. From first consultation 
to daily operations, Rackspace combines the 
power of always-on service with best-in-class 
tools and automation to deliver technology 
when and how you need it.

Rackspace SAP 
Solutions Powered by 
Pure Storage
Fully managed, enterprise-grade SAP 
& SAP HANA solutions for the NVMe-
based Pure Storage FlashArray Dedicated 
Block Solution.
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Enterprise-ready technology: Rackspace leverages VMware®, Microsoft® and native Pure 
Storage replication and Evergreen™ non-disruptive upgrade capabilities to deliver industry-
leading enterprise-grade capabilities.

High availability: Your solution is powered by best-in-class Pure Storage FlashArray with a 
Rackspace guarantee of 99.99% availability.

Services Delivered Your Way
Rackspace has a long history of managing and protecting data for organizations around 
the world while providing always-on expertise and support. Rackspace is dedicated to your 
success and will go above and beyond to support your business around-the-clock.

Take the Next Step
Let’s talk about how Rackspace SAP Solutions powered by Pure Storage expertise help 
you achieve your block storage goals.

Learn more: www.rackspace.com/managed-hosting 
Call: 1-800-961-2888


